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MIA Laboratories Announce 980 Spark Plug-In

MIA Laboratories and Plugivery Distribution announce the upcoming availability of

MIA Lab's 980 Spark plug-in.

Available through pro audio resellers worldwide from May 5th, 2020, in AAX / AU /

VST2 / VST3 format, Windows and macOS, at the intro price of $49.

980 Spark is a unit that consists of three modules: Compressor, Colour, and

Saturator...

This plug-in was especially designed to help enrich and thicken audio content with

minimum of effort, without compromising quality and usability. It is a handy tool for

sound design, as well as a sophisticated saturation unit.

All the controls are carefully selected with workflow in mind, enabling the user to

quickly achieve the desired result, while retaining the versatility of the plug-in and

allowing space for experimentation.

980 Spark is mostly suited for use during the production process, especially in

electronic music but also acoustic or live applications. Combining Compression, EQ

and Saturation, allows control of the dynamic range and harmonic content of the

sound.
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The signal first runs through the "Compressor" module, then through the "Colour"

module and finally into the "Saturator". This way, the first two stages ("Compressor"

and "Colour") essentially define the dynamic and spectral characteristics of the

sound that will excite the Saturator, creating a unique spectrum of capabilities on

the saturation effect.

"The 980 offers incredible colour variations and attitude for my mixes.

MIA are hitting it out the park. A must have... I love it. Now you try it !" - Ashley

Smith - Mix Engineer / Producer (Brad Whitford, Derek St. Holmes, Various Artists)

Features:

980 Spark features an easy to use interface, with sample peak metering and

clip indication at each output stage for easy gain staging through the plug-

in, and expertly tuned modules for musical application...

A compressor based on the analogue envelope detection circuit.

6 carefully developed EQ curves.

6 selected and modified saturation algorithms.

A combination of the three modules that creates a unique spectrum of

saturation effects.

Pricing & Availability:

List Price: $129

Introductory Promo: $49

An introductory promotion shall be available from May 5th, through May 17th, 2020,

at the highlighted price above.

MIA Laboratories' plug-ins are available through all reputable pro audio resellers

worldwide via Plugivery Distribution.

www.plugivery.com

www.mialaboratories.com
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